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Abstract— Now a days Most of the people order food from 

restaurants by visiting them or buying different food ordering 

applications. Because of these there are tons of reviews 

related to foods and services of these restaurants are present 

on social networking website or food apps such as   zomato, 

foodpanda etc. Analysing these reviews and classifying them 

can help the restaurants to improve their product and services. 

Reviews may contains positive as well as negative review. 

Restaurant owners also need to take time to respond these 

reviews. Typically a reply within 24 hours is acceptable 

business practice. Replying to each and every review within 

24 hours is some time impossible for the restaurant owner. So 

to solve the above problem we are designing a system using 

the sentiment analysis that will analyse the review and 

respond to it. This will save the restaurant owners time, 

improve customer satisfaction and will attract more 

customers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There are numbers of restaurants and online food applications 

and restaurants present over the  internet. Daily number of 

peoples buy food from such apps or restaurants and also 

provide review about their services and products. These 

reviews may be positive of negative owners of the restaurants 

or application needs to provide satisfactory response to each 

and every review. Analysing these review helps restaurant 

owners to improve their service and products and providing 

response can helps to improve their SEO rankings.             

Responding to customers review will also help to attract new 

customers that are reading reviews about restaurants.So these 

reviews need to be responded within some time period (24 

hours is the acceptable business practice).  

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

There are large number of people who order food from 

restaurants and there are numbers of reviews are submitted by 

the user daily. Responding to these review is a good SEO 

practice as well as it also shows the efforts restaurant owners 

are taking to satisfy their customers. So, Analysing, 

understanding and responding each and every review 

manually is time consuming task and also there are chances 

of human errors such as unresponded reviews or irrelevant 

responses and the response to these reviews also need to be 

quick. Some automation should be done in order to save the 

time, to provide quick responses and to avoid human errors. 

Our system analyses a review and does sentiment analysis on 

it, classify the results of the analysis and generate appropriate 

response for it from prebuilt templates. 

III. SCOPE OF THE SYSTEM 

1) Perform Sentiment analysis of reviews.                  

2) Compare sentiment of review and pre-built replies.  

3) Automatically post the reply to the review.            

4) Scope is restricted to just reply, no business intelligence 

will be generated from reviews.              

5) Time series relationship between reviews won’t be 

stored.  

IV. APPLICATION OF THE SYSTEM 

Project can be used in restaurants for generating automatic 

response for review on online restaurant aggregators. 

V. PROPOSED WORK 

We would be building a system in which, the reply to a review 

will be generated automatically depending on what the 

sentiment of reviewis i.e: positive or negative or neutral. We 

would match the sentiment of review to a template group 

store in our database. Each group will be dedicated one 

feature of review eg: food. From that group, the one which 

matches the exact sentiment will be chosen. There will be 3 

roles, admin, customer and restaurant, each with special set 

of functionalities. Customer reads and posts reviews. 

Restaurant replies to reviews and posts updates. Admin is 

there to solve any conflicts and to do general news.   

Phases:  

 Phase 1: Dataset Selection and cleaning Many Dataset 

with restaurant reviews are available over the internet 

selecting a appropriate             dataset is a challenging 

task. So first we need to go through datasets and get the 

appropriate one. After selecting the data set it contain 

many null values ,missing fields or incomplete data.we 

need to remove such data and clean our dataset .This 

whole process of data cleaning is carriesonthe database 

in first phase.   

 Phase 2: Sentiment Analysis and feature extraction In 

phase 2 we need to perform the sentiment analysis on our 

reviews first as a whole, and then for each of the features.  

 Phase 3: Template Storing for each feature and sentiment 

pair Once we can generate desired accuracyscores from 

sentiment analysis ,we can try matching sentiment to  

stored reviews, eg: Bad food must match a reply template 

with something related to negative food  impression.  

 Phase 4: An interface to post reviews, read them and 

reply to them and to add templates. An easy to use web 

interface will be created so that the reviews can be 

replied to in real time as shown in fig- 

 
Fig.1.Architecture 
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Fig.2. Use Case Diagram 

 
Fig.3 Class Diagram 

VI. EXPECTED OUTCOME  

A Automatic reply generation system which will do 

sentiment analysis on the reviews and categorize them 

depending on the result and then  match the result with set of 

prebuilt templates  and post to generated reply for the review 

 

 

VII. ALGORITHM: 

 Step 1: User Posts Review 

 Step 2: Calculate Sentiment Score For Review  

 Step 2.1: Calculate Sentiment score for each feature 

 Step 3: Compare sentiment score with template groups 

 Step 3.1: Pick correct template from the group 

 Step 3.2: Pick Randomly if two templates have same 

Score 

 Step 4: Post Reply after a set interval eg:10 mins 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Our system will help reduce overheads in maintaining a good 

social presence for restaurants. The major focus is on 

sentiment analysis as getting the most accurate representation 

of what's being said. The end system will be able to reply to 

automatically without any need of human interaction. There 

will be 3 roles, admin, customer and restaurant, each with 

special set of functionalities. Customer reads and posts 

reviews. Restaurant replies to reviews and posts updates. 

Admin is there to solve any conflicts and to do general news. 
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